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Concrete Facts, Variables, & Slab Installation Procedures
Facts
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Concrete by volume contains roughly 10% cement, 20% water and air, 30% sand, and 40% gravel.
Sand and gravel together are considered “aggregate”. The best aggregate will have a well graded
mixture of fine sand in combination with equal proportions of small, medium to large size gravel.
The combination of gravel sizes and sand along with the cement paste or glue will minimize air
gaps or voids and thus allowing the cement paste to flow into all voids for maximum aggregate
adhesion and strength.
The cement paste will shrink when water evaporates. A well balanced aggregate mixture with a
proportionate amount of larger size gravel chunks will interlock against each other and help
restrain normal shrinkage.
The percentage of water added should be closely monitored. The more water added, the weaker
the concrete becomes. With less water, there will be less shrinkage and less cracking.
Re-rod or rebar installed below the concrete (and attached-drilled to existing concrete if present) is
recommended to help support heavy loads, reduce cracking, settling and shrinkage.
Expansion Joints are used when stopping and starting different concrete slabs. Historically they
deteriorate over time and thus create voids for water entry and sub-slab erosion. Newer rubber
based joints may have longer durability. Filling voids with sand will help reduce water entry and
sub-slab erosion.
Air-entrained cement: For northern climate foundations and exterior slabs, “air-entraining” is
common. Air-entraining is a process of injecting air into the cement as it is being prepared at the
mixing plant. The billions of microscopic air bubbles act as shock absorbers as water in the
concrete expands and contracts with freezing and thawing temperatures. Air-entrained concrete is
much more durable to freeze-thaw cycles.
Evaporation rate: An average yard of concrete contains 32 gallons of water of which 9 gallons will
evaporate. A typical home’s footings, foundation and slab together will evaporate anywhere from
400-700 gallons of water vapor. It takes roughly three years for all the water vapor to come out. A
third comes out in the first 30 days, a third in the first year, the final third the last two years.
Depending on the time of construction, the home’s concrete must be given ample time to breathe
and evaporate accordingly.

Variables
•

•

Draining away moisture: Soil types that retain moisture, such as organic clay type soils, will move
and shift as that retained water expands and contracts when freezing and thawing. Concrete does
not like to move. The more soil moves, the more damage the concrete will likely experience. The
only option is to remove the organic type soil and replace with a more sand based well draining
type soil. The use of gravel/sand and/or “screenings” (a byproduct of crushed rocks) which
compacts well should also be considered.
Concrete Slab Curing (the slower the better): Water and cement react together chemically to form
a solid matrix which binds the sand and gravel into a hard mass. This chemical reaction generates
heat. Keeping the concrete cooler will help slow the chemical process and thus make stronger and
harder concrete. Wind can also take moisture off the concrete surface and cause pre-mature curing.
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Pouring concrete in the early morning in cooler, less windy environments is better. After the
concrete has cured to the point where you can walk on it (1-2 days) but not drive a heavy vehicle,
gently sprinkling watering on it for 1-2 weeks will decrease concrete temperature, slow the
curing process and thus make harder concrete.
Additives: Cement that needs to setup more quickly with high strength will often have extra
cement added to the mixture or an accelerator such as calcium chloride will be added. Additives
are often used in road construction or less flat driveways where time or gravity-slope of the
driveway play a factor. Fly Ash is a byproduct of coal fired powerplants is also added as filler that
adds nothing to the overall strength. Federal regulation requires that Fly Ash be added.

Installation (see pictures for specifics)
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Removal of existing ground materials ensuring clearance from all buried wires and gas lines.
Next install the Wood Forms along with Screenings (or sand fill) a crushed rock byproduct that
drains well and compacts well.
Installing re-rod (rebar) is next; tying the re-bar physically to the existing slab is preferred.
When pouring concrete, the rebar support network is pulled up slightly placing it in the lower part
of the concrete mixture. During the pouring process the Wood Forms are lightly tapped on their
sides with a hammer to move/encourage air pockets in the concrete to come to the surface.
As it is slowly poured from the truck, the Fresno process of finishing the concrete takes place.
o First a 2x4 board resting on the forms is run across the concrete to screed off and thus
creates an initial rough flat surface.
o Next a Bigger Bull Float is pulled across the concrete improving the surface. Do not over
float or too much cement may come to the surface.
o Next is the Bull Trowel which promotes the concrete cream to come to the surface. A
swivel head at the trowel allows tilting of the trowel up or down to facilitate easy back and
forth movement of each trowel.
Depending on temperature, wind and other variables, the concrete will/may need time to setup.
During this time, the concrete edges are finished and rounded with an edger trowel.
The final step is Brooming where a stiff broom is pulled across the flat concrete to facilitate
moisture release in the concrete. A side benefit is a rougher, less slippery surface.
Cutting Concrete: Concrete is cut in the next 1-2 days to help control eventual cracking.
• The depth of the cut is equal to ¼ of the slab depth. A 4 inch slab = 1 inch cut depth
• The cut will assist in concrete flexing/movement from heavy loads, varying soil types and poor
drainage conditions. The cuts also help compensate for natural expansion and contraction of
the concrete with outside temperatures.
• Distance between cuts vary according to time of construction (industry standards at the time),
loads-weights imposed on the concrete, soil type and location. Slabs placed in lower settings
where water may/will accumulate may need extra cuts in specific areas.

Need More Information?
Please visit www.phiinspect.com click our “Post Inspection Support” page and request additional documents such
as “Decorative Concrete”, “Cold Weather Concrete”, or “Slabjacking Basics”.
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Contact utility and communication companies to mark areas of concern, hand dig to ensure no damage.

Create a uniform level surface removing top soil and add screenings or sand to assist with water drainage.

Screenings provide superior drainage. Level screenings (sand) surface and add wood support forms.
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Run a power compactor over base materials several times paying close attention to the edges.

Drill into existing exterior slab tying new and old slabs together. For a slab supported with a footing,
(like an interior garage slab-where the cars are parked) this is not recommended.

Rebar is installed for support & pulled up slightly when pouring to keep it in the lower part of the concrete.
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The Fresno finishing process begins with a 2x4 to screed off followed by the Bigger Bull Float.

Next is the Bull Trowel which promotes the concrete cream to come to the surface.

An Edger Trowel is next. The Edger Trowel finishes and rounds the corners and tops of the concrete.
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Brooming the concrete facilitates moisture release and improves overall traction (less slippery).

The curing concrete is cut 1-2 days later to assist with flexing and control future cracking.

Lightly sprinkling the concrete will keep it cooler and slow the curing process resulting in harder concrete.
Ideally it should not be exposed to heavy loads for at least 10-14 days from date of installation.
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